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Source, citation: Elizabeth Gilbert, City of GIRLS 

cited p. 110                                                                               “into a tight embrace-” 

                                                                                                     “He had a cigar clamped in his mouth, …” 

                                                                                                   theme [a repeat theme?]: 

it’s a coming  

cited p. 111                                                                               “She gave me a kiss on each cheek, wafting a  
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scent of gardenia” 

 

                                              (before above) 

cited p. 111 “… and he caught Edna in a tight squeeze that looked like it might hurt, but which only made 

her beam with pleasure.”  

cited p. 111 “Hers was a smile too warm and genuine for …”  

cited p. 111 “But I do love living at the Lily …”  

cited p. 111 “… to reach in and crush my hand in his.”  

cited p. 112 “… I was less smitten with him.”  

cited p. 112 “… it was as if I’d known … forever”  

cited p. 112 “ She was the most charming presence I’d ever  

                          watched light up a room. She was a sort of elfin queen, what with her bright little face, 
and her dancing gray eyes. … that belied her size and her pallid coloring.”  

 

    At first but deeper appearance it seems the summation 

is that there is a need for suppose at least  

the internal sub-set invention for make-up 

for the large-and-or-obese  which may reach 

an external sub-set of …? 

                                                       And at least so far  

What is the evidence of this summation 
[    
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] but perhaps not  

only this far.  

-before the check above … going on 

cited pg. 113 “ … but once you looked closely, you could see that the skin around her eyes was 
crumbling with fine lines, and her jawline was getting soft.”  

In events [part three] 

          One of the first h.c. s where general society from this time cue; could no longer deny that they 
general society were/are commit[t]ing unjust h.c. s 

  Later segment: boyfriend/significant other was inebriating with older brother; which wasn’t real 
brother: Differentiation of inebriation eventually led to the homicide of this victim 

                                               society in general provided explanations for why they enabled such a-h.c.; and 
some gave explanations of being in a lot of pain while h.c. s wasn’t. In addition, celebrations of the 
homicide; i.e. obvious: inappropriate celebrations continue on such as tree climbing with …? ; and 
excessive demonstrations of physical carrying activity with deceased body nearby; such as involving 
construction work-like objects.  

   Singular and then dual repeating threat.  
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